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Responding to Hurricane Katrina

L

ast fall was no time for business as usual. Like the rest

When it seemed like the numbers might be too large for us

of the world, we at Williams were encouraged by the

to handle on our own, we contacted Amherst, which quickly

initial reports of Hurricane Katrina’s indirect hit of New

became a full partner with Williams—another sign, if we

Orleans. Little did we realize how far-reaching its effects
would be.
As the scale of the disaster became clearer, our thoughts

Communication with Xavier officials was logistically
difficult. Their faculty and students had scattered and had

turned first to alumni and student families who might have

already begun accepting placements elsewhere. In the end,

been in harm’s way. As with 9/11, we established a Web site

we managed to accommodate eight Xavier pre-meds and one

on which Williams people could report their situations for their

faculty member. The students took Williams courses and dove

classmates and friends to read.

into campus life. The faculty member helped support them

Some of our students from the Gulf Coast were already
on campus; some still had to make their way. We were able

while pursuing her research.
Amherst had a similar number of students. We also

to arrange and pay for the travel of two students who’d been

arranged to accommodate for the fall semester one local

cut off from their family resources. The mother of one of them

student who’d just begun at Tulane.

came to Williamstown, staying for a time in the home of
history professor Charles Dew ’58 before moving to a vacant
home in town and eventually joining family in the Midwest.

We have been in the very fortunate position of being able
to do this at no cost to the students or their institutions.
Meanwhile, the campus quickly coalesced around relief

We made sure that both students had all they needed to

efforts. In its first week alone, an organizing group raised

begin the school year as prepared as possible.

$16,000 toward its $50,000 goal.

Offers of support poured in from all parts of the College

Katrina Relief expanded to Hurricane Relief after the dev-

community. So did a uniquely compelling idea. Bill

astation of Rita, and then to Disaster Relief after the shocking

Spriggs ’77, a senior fellow at the Economic Policy Institute,

earthquake in Pakistan.

wrote us eloquently about the benefits to both institutions if

Some two-dozen students are devoting their Winter Study

Williams could help keep on track the legendary pre-medical

to hands-on relief work in the Gulf. This being Williams, the

program at Xavier University of Louisiana. This historically

students read theoretical works ahead of time and will write

black campus each year produces twice as many African-

about it afterward. Yet again, alumni have played an impor-

American medical school students as any other college or

tant role. Jim Samenfeld-Specht ’74 put us in touch with Pete

university. Bill rightly worried about the cost to these students

Kirkwood ’93, a board member at Hands On USA, one of the

and to the country of a disruption in this valuable pipeline and

disaster-response groups with which our students will work.

pointed out how much we at Williams might have to learn
from such a successful program.

I’ve written often in this space about the College’s strategic
plan. Planning is important, and I’m proud of what Williams

It wasn’t time to count the many hurdles involved. We

has accomplished along this line. But the health of an institu-

quickly set out to see how many Xavier pre-med students and

tion also depends on how it reacts to the unexpected, and in

faculty we could incorporate until the university could reopen.

this regard I can say that I’ve never been prouder than I was

Once again, all segments of the College community rallied,

this fall of our far-flung College community.

including computer science professor Bill Lenhart, who gave
up a significant part of his leave to oversee the operation.
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needed it, that this wasn’t business as usual.

—Morty Schapiro

The College bids

and romantic studies; Julianne Shelby,

the effects of mandates requiring insurance

adieu to Nancy

pursuing a master’s in experimental

companies to cover infertility treatments.

McIntire, who

psychology; and Ashleigh Theberge,

Fifteen states have passed such legislation,

will retire at the end of the school

a chemist developing polymer

which is now being considered on the federal

year as assistant to the president for

brushes. Donovan-Moody recipient

level. Schmidt’s research, funded in part by a

affirmative action and government

Jessica Lovaas will pursue master’s

$152,251 grant from the National Institute of

relations. She began her tenure

degrees in medical anthropology

Child Health and Human Development, studies

and global health sciences at Oxford

the impact of such mandates on costs and

University, and Martin-Wilson

types of treatment as well as the demographics

N E W S
B I T S

35 years ago in the dean’s office,

Nancy McIntire

where she was centrally involved in
implementing coeducation. Since being named

recipient Alissa Caron will study public health

of those seeking treatment. ■ An energy-

assistant to the president in 1983, McIntire has

there. ■ “Gaslights to Footlights: Stage and

saving competition dubbed “Do It in the

helped guide College policy on issues such as

Theatre Productions at Williams” is on display

Dark,” organized by the Campus Environmental

through May in the College

Advisory Committee, helped decrease total

archives. Among the highlights,

student energy consumption on campus by

a copy of “Laws of Williams

more than 3 percent in October. Morgan led all

College” reveals that from

dorms with a 41.2 percent reduction compared

1795-1858 student theatrical

with its average consumption the two previous

productions were outlawed

years, while Lambert led the co-ops with a 12.2

to maintain “the decency and

percent reduction. The winning residences were

the hiring of women and minority faculty. At the

purity of morals” on campus. ■ Research on

treated to a private screening at Images Cinema

annual alumni meeting during reunion last June,

genetic sequencing and soil bacteria netted the

on Sprint Street. ■ The president’s office has

she received the Ephraim Williams Medal, given

College almost $200,000 in science foundation

said farewell to JoAnn Muir and welcome

on rare occasions to a non-alumnus who has

grants. Biology professor Jason Wilder will

to Keli Kaegi, who has taken Muir’s place as

demonstrated exceptional service and loyalty

oversee development of a new laboratory in

senior executive assistant to the president and

to the College. “She is just beloved by alums,”

Bronfman for the collection of DNA sequence

secretary of the College. Muir, who retired in

Dean Nancy Roseman told the Record, adding,

and genotype data—a project funded by a

mid-January, spent a decade at Williams working

“Nancy was so clearly a pillar of support”

$145,924 National Science Foundation grant.

with the president and board of trustees. Kaegi,

for the first women at Williams and so many

Central to the new facility will be a machine that

meanwhile, has overseen reunions and other

others. ■ Seven

can perform automated

class-based activities as associate director of

graduating seniors will

DNA sequencing and

alumni relations

fragment analysis.

since 1994.

Meanwhile, chemistry

■ Also saying

professor Amy

goodbye to

Gehring received a

Williams is Ginny

“

Nancy was so clearly a
pillar of support
for the first women at Williams

be studying everything
from public health
to polymer brushes

”

For more information on any of these
stories, visit www.williams.edu and
enter the topic into the search field.

with prestigious
fellowships for post-graduate study in England.

$41,219 Research Corporation Cottrell College

Skorupski, who

Recipients of Herchel Smith fellowships

Science Award to study soil bacteria that

retired as College

for study at Emmanuel College, Cambridge

produce a number of compounds used in

nutritionist

University, are: Oliver Burton, a specialist

pharmaceuticals. More than half the antibiotics

in December

in immunology; Marcus Duyzend, who will

in use today come from the spores of these

pursue a bachelor’s in geography; Francesca

common bacteria, called Streptomyces. ■

Marzullo, who will continue her 18th century

Economics professor Lucie Schmidt is analyzing

after 27 years
of service. She
▲

Nutritionist Ginny Skorupski
at her retirement party in
December.

was a counselor
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”

They Said:

A collection of opinions and ideas expressed in
Web blogs and in The Williams Record, which can
be found online at www.williamsrecord.com

info,” said a reader. “The People section I read

“I think we had three essential elements to our tailgate: the

quickly, then recycle. The ‘article’ edition I read

tall, loud roof apparatus with the inflatable cow and Matador table pointed out like a banner, the

slowly. You’ve reduced the height of my pile o’

television playing Old School and the Lord Jeff under the wheels of the car, with the tombstone

paper. Thanks!”

next to it.” —Ryan Dunfee ’09, who won the College Council prize for Most Eph Pride during the

Respondents also were pleased to learn about
the expansion of Class Notes. As one noted:

homecoming tailgate contest Nov. 12. Williams beat Amherst 34-23. Record, 11.16.05

“Williams People is terrific! It really answers

“When you have a learning disability and are at a place like

the challenge of providing more space for the

[Williams], it can be hard. Talking about it can feel overly medical, like, ‘I have this disorder’ or

younger classes. … Class Notes are the lifeline

like social babble just to make you feel better about yourself.” —Scott Grinsell ’04, who shared

between major reunions.”

with students and faculty his personal struggles with dyslexia and the need for more awareness of

Still, not everyone was enthused. “In a
word—this is ghastly,” said one respondent.

learning disabilities on campus. Record, 12.7.05

“First you degraded the design and quality of

“There is a demand for this service. Students like to be able to

the Review. Now you have divorced the alumni

order in from the Snack Bar.” —Morgan Goodwin ’08, on the success of College Council’s recent

portion. Hideous.”

implementation of Snack Bar delivery service. Record, 12.7.05

Despite being one-third the size of its previous
incarnation, the slimmer Review seems to be

“People living all over campus have the same right to a safe

nearly as well received as People (see fig. 4). As

living space—whether they get drunk or not. That’s my biggest problem with the alcohol report—it

hoped, more attention is being paid to feature

conflates drinking with obnoxious behavior.” —Ananda V. Burra ’07, on student vandalism and

articles. As one respondent put it, “I actually took

Williams’ recent campus-wide alcohol survey. Blog excerpt, 11.17.05

the time to read the content of the Review instead
of skipping ahead to see who got married and

“Williams is truly an experience that will never be forgotten,

then forgetting to return to the rest.”

and those people who have touched our lives here will forever be etched in our memories.”

—Xavier University junior Candice Fields, on spending the fall semester in the Purple Valley

along with seven fellow students and a faculty member after Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath
You can still take the Review and
People surveys. Visit www.williams.
edu/alumni/alumnireview/survey_list.
Or send us a letter any time at
alumni.review@williams.edu. Please
note if you wish your letter to be
published.

devastated the historically black campus. Record, 11.9.05

“We are continuing to extend the wireless network across

campus. There should be wireless available in nearly all academic and residential buildings by the
fall of ’06 [and] complete coverage in all campus buildings by fall of ’07.” —Mark Berman, on
continuing work to give computer users wireless access to the Web. Daily Message, 12.13.05

“We were looking for something different and challenging,
cutting edge. The times were all very alive, the late ’60s, a lot of revolution. … A lot of us were
looking for adventure.” —Mary Lou DeWitt ’72, reflecting on her college experience on the 25th
anniversary of the first co-ed class to graduate from Williams. Record, 11.9.05
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Play
By William B. Patrick
Photography by Kevin Bubriski
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Except where noted

At the ’62 Center’s
new Summer Theatre
Lab, students hone
their craft alongside
talented alumni
professionals who
get to flex their own
creative muscles.

SAVING AFRICA

at the San Diego clinics, Besser was the director of obstetrics for
the Maternal HIV Clinic at the University of California, San Diego
(UCSD) Medical Center and saw firsthand the devastation that the
disease caused among mothers and their children who didn’t have
access to proper care.
Falk also found himself fighting AIDS from the trenches. As a
gay man living in New York City at the dawn of the AIDS crisis,
he watched too many good friends die while waiting for the therapies that could have prolonged their lives. His outrage led him
to become active in the Gay Men’s Health Crisis and Treatment
Action Group. He also was a founding member of the national
Board of Directors and later the chairman of the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation.
What both men experienced—long before antiretroviral drugs
that made AIDS a more manageable, chronic illness were developed and in widespread use in the United States—is very much
like what is happening in South Africa today. Without access to
proper medical care, treatment and information, and because of
the stigma associated with the disease, people are dying.
About 5.3 million South Africans are HIV-positive, more than
in any other country in the world. According to the World Health
Organization, adult deaths in South Africa from HIV/AIDS
increased more than 40 percent from 1998 to 2004.
In 2003 alone, an estimated 370,000 adults and children died
from AIDS, which has become the country’s leading killer. More
troublesome, perhaps, is the prognosis for the future: Life expectancy in South Africa is projected to drop to 37 years for women
and 38 years for men by 2010. That would be a decline of more
than 50 percent in just a decade.

B

esser visited South Africa for the first time in 1971 as
a high school exchange student. It was an enthralling
adventure for a 16-year-old, and he says he instantly
was “seduced” by the landscape and by the people.
Two years into a biology degree at Williams, he no longer could
resist the call to return. He took a leave of absence from school
to drive a makeshift ambulance—a mid-century Land Rover—
through the isolated black provinces, where he witnessed firsthand
the deprivation of the Zulu and Xhosa populations.
It was little surprise that Besser would make such a bold move
as a young man. After all, he and his brothers accompanied their
father, also an obstetrician, to Navajo reservations where the elder
Dr. Besser treated indigent populations.
Besser almost certainly would have stayed on even longer in
South Africa, except that his good nature led him to make an
unforgivable mistake in the eyes of a country that practiced apartheid—sharing his meals with his black co-workers at the hospital
where he was based. He was asked to leave his post and was
informed that it would be in his best interest if he left the country
altogether.
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The Mothers Programmes and its offshoot, Mothers Creations, have caught the attention of celebrities such as Bono and fashion designer Kenneth Cole, whose stores sell
beaded lanyards made by South African women living with HIV/AIDS.

“I was in a part of black South Africa that no one gets to see
even now,” he says. “There was a part of me that always wanted
to go back.”
He finally got his chance in 1997—six years after the legal
end of apartheid—when he took his wife and children for a visit.
While he was there, he gave a lecture at a hospital where he told
fellow doctors about his success in San Diego. Among the scores
of mothers-to-be who pass through the maternal HIV clinic at
UCSD, not one has given birth to an HIV-positive baby since
1994. Besser was asked if he would consider joining the OB-GYN
faculty at the University of Cape Town to do similar work.
“I had an exciting opportunity to do something that I had
become more and more interested in doing in San Diego,” he says.
“It was an opportunity for me to give something back to a place
that had changed me in very important ways.”
One of the greatest obstacles in treating South African women
with HIV/AIDS is the stigma of the disease. Many women are
fearful of even taking an HIV test, because a positive result means
they might be ostracized by family and friends. Some are even
beaten or murdered by husbands or boyfriends when they disclose
their status.
When Besser opened his first clinic at the University of Cape
Town’s Groote Schuur Hospital, he realized that in order to give
these women the care they needed, he was going to have to help
them overcome both the psychosocial barriers and the economic
ones. The key, he felt, was to have new mothers living with HIV/

To help pregnant, HIV-positive women overcome the psychosocial
barriers to education and care, new mothers talk to them about
ways to prevent transmission of the virus to their babies before
and after birth.

AIDS talk to pregnant women about testing, medications, nutrition and formula feeding—things that will prevent transmission
of the virus to their babies both before and after birth. He started
with a program called Mothers 2 Mothers 2 Be. A sister program,
Mothers 2 Mothers, supports women in the postpartum period.
Once the women deliver, they can become mentors to the next
group of diagnosed women.
“They learn that they can live a long life and raise their children,” Falk says. “This is not a death sentence. It’s anything but.”
Peer education seems to be improving their survival prospects.
In South Africa, mother-to-child transmission rates average about
25 percent, while the rate among women enrolled in The Mothers
Programmes is down to 5 percent. In one rural hospital where a
new program recently opened, only two of the first 60 patients
had ever been tested for HIV/AIDS. After the clinic opened, nearly
75 percent of the women coming in agreed to be tested. Of those,
more than 70 percent were HIV-positive, but by knowing their status they were able to access appropriate medical care. Nationally,
only 10 percent of women are even tested for HIV.
“It’s the most extraordinary thing I’ve ever been a part of,”
Besser says. “I’ve been in public health all of my career. You dream
of being a part of a program like this.”

B

y all accounts, Besser is not just a tireless advocate for
his cause but also, simply, tireless. A rugby player at
Williams, he ran the Boston Marathon last year, training in Cape Town’s scenic hills. His slim build, bronze
skin and energetic personality belie his 51 years.
Eva Grudin, a senior lecturer in art history at Williams, who
taught both Besser and Falk and has remained good friends
with them, remembers when Besser first launched The Mothers
Programmes. She says he would return to the United States several
times a year to work as a filler in emergency rooms in order to
support his family.
“Mitch didn’t make a living doing what he was doing,” she
says.
Grudin also recalls how Besser would lug trunks of beaded
items, including cell phone cases and yarmulkes, back home on

the plane to sell in the U.S. It wasn’t the most efficient way to run
a nonprofit.
Grudin says she and Falk used to joke about Besser’s “beaded
yarmulke business.” Still, they knew it was distracting him from
his medical work.
Falk had lent his assistance to The Mothers Programmes from
the start, opening his celebrity-filled Rolodex to the group and
working his contacts as a board member of the Michael Palm
Foundation, an AIDS-related charitable organization. But it wasn’t
until 2003, when a six-week trip to South Africa with his partner,
Tim Savin, extended into a six-month stay, that Falk decided to
join Besser permanently. He returned home, sold his Greenwich
Village apartment and Fire Island beach house and moved to
South Africa in 2005.
“What I’ve always enjoyed most,” Falk says, “is developing
new businesses. This is a new institution that needs to be nurtured
and grown.”
With Falk fully on board, the organization has grown exponentially. In the 18 months from early 2004 to mid-2005, The
Mothers Programmes expanded from 10 locations to 65 across
South Africa, Botswana and Ethiopia. In 2004, the organization
had a budget of $400,000 with only $200,000 secured. In 2005,
The Mothers Programmes was fully funded for its budget of
$2 million. This year there are plans to open many more locations
in all three countries, as well as new locations in Mexico, Southern
Africa and Asia.
“We have the operational capacity to do it,” Falk says, “but
it’s contingent on the funding.” At press time, The Mothers
Programmes had about 50 percent of the money it needed to roll
out these additional programs in 2006.
And Williams students soon might have the opportunity to
join Besser and Falk. College administrators are contemplating
a possible winter or summer study program with The Mothers
Programmes or a yearlong, post-graduation experience.
“It’s really still evolving, but we’re hoping to come up with
some way our students can be involved and support the work
they’re doing in South Africa,” says College Provost Catharine
“Cappy” Hill ’76, a classmate of Besser’s.
In the meantime, the program has been bolstered by a flurry of
press, including mentions in People magazine, the Los Angeles
Times and The Wall Street Journal, though Besser is quick to point
out that his is just one of many programs in South Africa working
to combat HIV/AIDS.
For now, he and Falk plan to continue living and working fulltime in South Africa. “I’m down here while the program needs
me,” Besser says. “There may come a time when the program runs
itself, or when it becomes part of normal care. Wouldn’t that be
nice?” ■
Denise DiFulco is a freelance writer and editor in Cranford, N.J.
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Whenever in
Williamstown I
wondered if the
mountains had
changed, as had
the jammed-up
campus, which
increasingly
looked like the
Last Anxious
Stand of the
Village Green. I
returned periodically, re-entered the hills and recognized
old friends in the landscapes. A camera
was in the backpack.
The hills of home are not quite
eternally unchanging as the Bible says.
Most of Williamstown’s woods were
once cleared by farmers and loggers,
but the vegetation returned in the same
19th century. Trails were re-routed to
avoid erosion. Small rock slides developed. New paths sprouted, one honoring the College’s Robert R.R. Brooks,
who loved and cared for the hills as few
others. Large meadows were overgrown.
Encroachment of houses, development schemes for Greylock, ski area
clearances, acid rain and bark beetles
keep threatening deep woods. The
Williamstown Rural Lands Foundation
and other forces help save the land.
Interesting items are there for the
looking. On Mount Williams, a black
bear wandered around. College athletes
ran up Pine Cobble. Bits of old airplane
wreckage on Greylock lay under leaves.
A bird man flew off the Taconic Crest on
his hang glider.
The hills of home showed their old,
beautiful stuff. The purple hills were also
leafy green, autumn brown, storm gray,
maple red and snow white. Howard
Simpson ’50, comfortably at home in the
outdoors, his wife Kitty and my colleague Fred Rasmussen joined me for a
Baltimoreans’ stroll on Pine Cobble. The
blueberries were ripe.
There was ice in summer again at
Snow Hole. Although new housing was
at the foot, Pine Cobble’s ridge on East
Mountain was intact and free of trash

This page (at left):
The author (seated),
Howard Simpson ’50
(center) and Fred
Rasmussen study
Williamstown from
the summit of Pine
Cobble; (below) the
Long Trail leads to
Canada, 265 miles
away.

ERNEST F. IMHOFF

KITTY SIMPSON

ambulatory mother. Martha’s hiking
DNA was nurtured as a girl beneath the
Brocken in the Harz Mountains, famous
in German literature as the peak where
Goethe, Heine and other roaming poets
discovered good writing material.
Our mountains weren’t just purple and pretty as in the song “The
Mountains.” Some days they were the
dark, cold, ugly Andes when expeditions
got too long, as in “Let’s quit this stupid
hike.” Yet the hills were for hiking, not
for singing.
There were two kinds of elevations
circling Williamstown like two rings of
wagon trains. There were hills—junior
mountains near downtown for little
kids—like Northwest, Birch, Buxton
and Bee. One on Main Street, where a
Civil War soldier stands sentinel, was
mysteriously called Consumption Hill.
Sheep Hill, on Route 7 just before the
1896 House, was for everyone. People
who wanted to ski in town went there
and used a rope tow that pulled them all
the way up the sloping field and made
one’s arm muscles burn.
Big people climbed to higher elevations in three states. Pine Cobble (1,893
feet), The Dome (2,748) and Berlin
Mountain (2,818), barely in New York,
were considered outlying Himalayas.
Then came the day we were ready
for Mount Everest—Mount Greylock
(3,491 feet), the highest peak from
there to Cape Cod. We scrambled up
the Roaring Brook Trail to the War
Memorial and down again. Dead-tired
climbers often despise the mountain at
the bottom—we did that day—but after
just one night of sleep think about the
next adventure up high. We were soon
up another Greylock route.
We learned these were the Taconic
Mountains and the Green Mountains
and the Hoosac Mountains, not the
“Berkshire Mountains.” Berkshire was
just the name of our county.
Hiking was passé to me when I was at
Williams, except as an escape. In later
years, I took up frequent scrambling in
the White Mountains of New Hampshire
and Maine and in thinner air out West.

and development despite actual dreams
fearing these things.
From the wide open summit of Berlin
Mountain—rare in the Berkshires—
Greylock remained only a bump on
the Range among siblings Prospect,
Williams, Fitch and Saddle Ball. Its
watershed ran full with spring waters,
and the woods were thick. On the
opposite side were the Helderbergs
near Albany and the foothills of the
Adirondacks.
Mountains teach. One winter day low
clouds, snow on the quartzite and flurries in the air turned Eph’s Lookout on
Pine Cobble into a gloomy outlier. These
elements made the hiker feel properly
insignificant just two-and-a-half miles
from town. The hiker sensed in clearer
perspective his place in the world, a
good reason for keeping mountains safe
from people. ■
Ernest F. Imhoff ’59 spent most of his
career writing for The Baltimore Sun
Papers. He went on to hike higher in
New England and out West and now is
also an ordinary seaman on a revived
World War II Liberty ship in Baltimore.
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SIG NAT U R E

by William Finn ’74

Innocence and Experience

L

(and if that is not exactly what Peter said, I still got

’73 and others. It was where I realized I was a

goose bumps). The class was mesmerizing. Don

lyricist, not a poet. But possibly a poetical lyricist.

et me relive an innocent moment from

Gifford, also mesmerizing, had this rarely found

freshman year, when my strategy was to

affable rigor for the transcendental poets. His was

Lynda Bundtzen’s cranky enthusiasm always

keep quiet and not make a fool of myself.

a congenial intellectuality.

amused me. Eva Grudin I never had in class, but

The sunniness of Bob Bell’s disposition and

The class was Philosophy 101, the professor

I always loved Larry Graver’s novel classes.

Larry Schmucker (his real name). On the final

After reading half of Jane Austen’s Emma—and

day, after not saying a thing the whole semester,

coming to class despising Emma’s interest and

designed the sets for my first show on the main

overwrought by the thought of taking finals in

interference in everyone’s life—I left loving her.

stage. A perfect demonstration of how to do a lot

a course I knew nothing about, I walked up to

I learned in an hour how to create a not-imme-

with very little. And I loved talking to Mary Lamb

him—for some reason the class had quieted

diately-likeable character (but a fascinating

(now Mary Winston) in the office of the old AMT.

down—and said a little too loudly, “Mr. Fountain,

one) whose defects become assets as the work

can you tell me where the water Schmucker is?”

progresses. Every critic who wrote that Marvin in

the College. She was how I finished fulfilling my

The only thing I said all semester. C-plus.

my plays March of the Falsettos and Falsettoland

gym requirement. With her long raven hair and

was “wretchedly unlikable” should know as I was

her leotarded body, I remember her always in furs.

explicated word by word and phrase by phrase

writing him—and I am not comparing myself with

She brought all of these great dance companies

T.S. Eliot’s The Wasteland: the tics, the growls, the

the exquisite Jane Austen—that I felt she and

to the College: Twyla Tharp at the beginning; the

maniacal breathing, the lidded eyes, his wiping

Mr. Graver were looking over my shoulder saying:

nude Ann Halpern company; the elegance of Bella

himself with his handkerchief. It was as close as

“Make Marvin worse. Just keep him interesting.”

Lewisky; Alvin Ailey’s astounding Revelations;

John von Szeliski generously gave Charlie

eight dancers from the New York City Ballet,

Clay Hunt was possessed and writhing as he

I’ll ever see to someone having sex with text.

no one at Williams ever made me laugh harder.
Lee Hirsche, chairman of the art department,

And Joy Dewey—the first dance teacher at

Just before announcing what this great poem

Rubin ’72 and me his directing slot in the old AMT

dancing only Balanchine. And the joy she felt

revealed—and it was a mystery to be uncovered

so we could put our first musical on the main

choreographing a piece with her student Marta

slowly and inevitably—he took his handkerchief

stage, a kindness I will never forget.

Renzi. Marta choreographed the first part and Joy

and tapped around his mouth like he had just

John Calhoun ’62 wonderfully directed the

the second. And her acknowledgement to every-

eaten a sumptuous meal. Having explained what

show I wrote as a senior as one of the four main

one afterward that Marta, not she, was the real

he needed to explain, he sat back in his chair

shows of the year. It was the first time I hadn’t

choreographer. She had a great heart and a wild,

exhausted, in another world gleaming.

directed one of my shows; I was merciless and

feral appreciation for the arts. She had an eye. And

thought he was inept. I was wrong.

whenever I moved on the dance floor she would

I am moved as I think about Fred Rudolph ’42
teaching his two books for which I feel undiluted

Jack Savacool ’39, a French professor and a

laugh out loud and cry, “My God, you move like a

admiration. Fred’s doctoral dissertation, Mark

man of the theater, tutored me in playwriting. He

Hopkins and the Log, should be read by every

tried to be gentle—he was a real gentleman—

incoming freshman in order for them to understand

but one day he said, “You are not a really good

only how to learn, but also how to teach. There is

the grand tradition of this wonderful school. The

playwright in prose are you? When your characters

a forest of logs in Williamstown, and the legacy of

American College and University is a masterpiece

talk, very, very bad. But when they sing … ah.” I

these professors is the great achievement of this

that shows the commonality and many differences

said, “Do you think I have to try harder at being

amazing place.

between the original colleges and universities. That

a better playwright?” He said, “No, forget the

course colored my relationship to Williams more

talking and concentrate instead on the songs. Your

William Finn ’74 is a Tony Award-winning lyricist

than any other and made me feel part of a long,

lyrics are so much more alive than your prose.”

and composer. This essay is excerpted from

handsome tradition.

The extraordinary students in Jonathan Aaron’s

cow,” and I would say, “Perfect for Williams.”
All of these professors were teaching me not

his Songs of Innocence and Experience, which

I got goose bumps watching Peter Grudin tell

poetry class: Jamie James ’73, Mark Livingston ’72,

premiered during the fall celebration of the ’62

us why the ghosts in Wuthering Heights are real

Adam LeFevre ’72, Nancy Doyne ’74, Craig Walker

Center for Theatre and Dance’s inaugural season.
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